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HP Renew Business 17.3-inch Laptop Backpack

Designed with you and the environment in mind
Now you can feel good about the backpack you use to protect your laptop. Designed to keep your laptop protected and
accessories organized, the Renew Business 17.3-inch Laptop Backpack uses environmentally-responsible materials that
are durable, easy to clean and designed for comfort.

Sustainable style
Carry and protect your laptop in
style and feel good about it at the
same time. The main material of
the Renew Business Series 17.3-
inch Laptop Backpack is made from
100% ocean-bound plastics while
all tags, strings and stuffing are
sourced from 100% recycled
biodegradable materials.

Safe and secure
Make it harder for light ngered
thieves and electronic pickpockets.
An RFID pocket protects your credit
cards and data from scanners while
double-coil, lockable zippers and
slip pockets keep your possessions
tucked away and secure. Plus
there's a Bluetooth® tracker pocket
to house your tracking device  that
locates your bag.

Grab and go organization
Stay organized with this clutter-free
carry-all any time you need to
move around, whether working
from home or on the go. Numerous
slip and zip pockets provide a
secure home for your devices,
peripherals and cables, plus a
convenient cable pass-through
keeps your phone, power bank or
headphones connected while you
are on the move.

Comfortably versatile
Here's one comfortable backpack.
Wear it as a backpack, or grab the
top handle and go. A convenient
luggage pass-through ts over
most rolling suitcase handles
making commuting and traveling
easier.
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HP Renew Business 17.3-inch Laptop Backpack

Product number 3E2U5AA

Compatibility Fits most 17.3-inch diagonal laptops.

Product Primary Color Black

External fabric material Polyester

Interior lining material Polyester

Compartments Accessory

Pockets RFID

Travel features Trolley pass-through

Security features Lockable zippers

Closing system Zipper

Warranty One-year limited warranty.

What's in the box HP Renew Business 17.3-inch Laptop Backpack; Documentation

Country of origin Made in China

Dimensions (L x W x H) 12.6 x 5.5 x 18.5 in ; 32 x 14 x 47 cm

Weight 1.63 lb; 0.74 kg

Package Dimensions (L x W x H) 12.6 x 5.5 x 18.5 in; 32 x 14 x 47 cm

Package weight 1.74 lb; 0.79 kg

Master carton quantity 6

Master carton dimensions (L x W x H) 19.68 x 19.29 x 14.17 in; 50 x 49 x 36 cm

Master carton weight 12.1 lb; 5.5 kg

Pallet weight 178.2 lb; 81 kg

Technical notes Compartments 3: Main zip compartment for Notebook with double coil lockable zippers; Second zip compartment; Third/outside zip compartment External pockets 2: Front zip slip pocket; Rear hidden zip RFID pocket;
Internal pockets 6, including: Secret/hidden tracker pocket, Power bank pocket, near power passthrough
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HP Renew Business 17.3-inch Laptop Backpack
Messaging Footnotes

 Tracking device not included.
 Lysol Disinfectant Spray Type C (EPA Registration No. 777-54-AA) can be used to clean the (HP product) up to 50 times. See Lysol’s use instructions.
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